The world’s only **swimmable** sound processor is **making waves**!
NEPTUNE™
By Advanced Bionics

strength in performance

Neptune® delivers AB’s advanced sound processing strategies to help patients:

Hear speech clearly in noisy settings with AB’s groundbreaking ClearVoice™** technology

Enjoy the complexities of music with HiRes Fidelity 120™***

Listen with less effort with AutoSound™, which adapts automatically to surroundings without adjusting controls

The industry’s first freestyle™ design

giving you the flexibility to wear it how you like it

*Pending regulatory approval in markets outside of the United States and Canada.
**Pending regulatory approval in the United States.
***Not approved for pediatric use in the United States.
the **swimmability**

**to enjoy pool and bath time**

the **useability & durability**

for all ages and lifestyles

the **performance capability**

**to hear your best**

the **beauty**

of nothing on the ear
**NEPTUNE** | **strength in design**

By Advanced Bionics

---

**IP 68**

**strength in numbers**

*AB has the industry’s highest rating!*

---

**Protection against solid foreign bodies**

Rating: 0 indicates no protection and 6 indicates dust tight. *AB offers maximum protection against solid particles.*

---

**Protection against various forms of moisture**

Rating: 0 indicates no protection and 8 indicates protection against complete, continuous submersion in water. *Only AB offers the world’s first processor and microphone intended for repeated submersions.*

---

†Complies with IEC 60529 IP68 rating.
A new era of innovation

“We are proud to continue our long-standing tradition of leading the industry with breakthroughs in cochlear implant technology. Neptune is a giant leap forward, delivering the best possible hearing in and out of the water.”

—Dr. Gerhard Roehrlein, CTO
Advanced Bionics, LLC

For more information on hearing your best with AB, visit AdvancedBionics.com